JUNE MONTHLY REPORT

Andrew Stahl
Last Month in Review (Meetings, Events, Programs, Etc.)

May 30:
- ABCS Executive Committee – UFVSUS has an interim seat until elections at the end of June.

May 26 – 28:
- CASA Conference – The different Student Unions discussed issues, introductions made, and elections held.

This Month in Review (Meetings, Events, Programs, Etc.)

June 1 – 5:
- Updated Headshots for SUS executives.
- Weekly Executive meetings (informal + formal).
- Reached out to UFV Alumni to arrange introduction meetings.
- SUB Steering Committee Meeting (introductions).
- ABCS Meeting on debrief for meeting with Advanced Education Minister.
- Supported colleague with archiving project.
- Connected with Fraser Health on taking first steps to a relationship.
- Connected with Student Life and introductions made.

June 8 – 12:
- Weekly Executive meetings (informal + formal).
- Strategic Planning meeting.
- U-Pass meeting.
- Worked on 2020 Goal Plan.
- ABCS Executive meeting.
- SVM SCS Discussion (BCcampus).
  - Jan 2021 Survey Conversation.

June 15 – 19:
- Meeting with Civil.
- Goal Plan worked on.
- BMO banking fob set up for VPE.
- Weekly Executive Meeting.
General Updates from the Vice President External

1.1. CASA Conference (National advocacy level)

After a few days on the CASA Conference Zoom Event, it was good to have the introductions to the organization, meeting other executives, and having elections for the upcoming directors and committee positons. It is my pleasure to report that our SUS president Jessica won her election in the Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion (EDI) Director position on the CASA Board of Directors with chairing the EDI committee. It is also my pleasure to report that your SUS VP External Andrew won several elections for positions on several committees.

1.2. ABCS (Provincial advocacy level)

It is also my pleasure to report that the SUS VPE is sitting on the executive board as an interim position to ensure oversight of ABCS as the three leading executive position in ABCS are filled from members to the same university. This has not seen as an issue by UFVSUS as the elected executives created a plan for two additional members from the representatives from other universities for better oversight of the executive committee. This was done on their own initiative and reinforced the high confidence UFVSUS has in the newly elected ABCS executives.

1.3. Tracking COVID-19 Changes and Political Policies Related to COVID-19

As things are changes rapidly, I have been tracking releases of information, press releases, policy changes, and stories of different outbreaks. It has been difficult to prepare a package, because information like CERB and CESB has changed in the applications are dealt with, where to apply, and what you are applicable vary as they develop. Putting my time in reviewing the information and boiling the information down to bullet points. This will allow for easy consumption of the info that is relevant to the average student, but also to the niche student that have extra resources they can apply too. Since information changes and move almost to a daily basis I will be shifting to investigating a procedure that enables short videos to for students to watch for information COVID-19 related that is deemed essential for the student body to be informed about.
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